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AVP provides Aalto students with the inspiration, capability and network necessary to build new scalable businesses
Prominent entrepreneurial leaders share their knowledge & experiences every month
A five-month study and work program designed to develop theoretical & practical understanding of techniques for growing companies.
Capability – AVP Minor

**Inspiration & Introduction**
- Changemakers
- Opportunity Prototyping
- Introduction to IT Business & Venturing

**Integrative Project Experience**
- Entrepreneurial Experience
- Growth and Internationalization of Technology SMEs
- Collaborative Innovation Management (COINNO)
- Global Team-Based Design Innovation
- Product Development Project
- Internship Innovation Project

**Knowledge & skills**
- Entrepreneurial Finance
- Entrepreneurial Leadership
- Entrepreneurial Marketing
- Design and Innovation in Context
- Managing Innovative Sales
- Strategies for Growth and Renewal
- Management of a Technology Venture
- Seminar on ICT-Law “Exploitation of IPR”

- Storytelling - A narrative approach for Entrepreneurship
- Aalto fellows
Integrating Entrepreneurship Education
One of AVP’s international study trips is Urban Challenge, a two week long trip to New York & Philadelphia
Network – Study trips

Aalto students participated in European Innovation Academy in 2015
AVP has an active network of 70 mentors; entrepreneurs, angels, VCs, experts and executives.
AVP Global Network

- Berkeley University of California
- Stanford University
- PACE University
- PhilaU
- ESADE Business School
- NORDIC FIVE TECH
  5 Universities in the nordic countries
- AALTO VENTURES PROGRAM
- KAIST
- Tongji University
- Aalto Fellows exploring
  Israel's ecosystem
- Aalto Fellows exploring
  Cape Town's ecosystem
- Malta Conference Foundation
  Bridge to Peace in Middle East
“This program is the best learning experience available in Aalto. Great group, excellent content & an attitude of doing.”

*Henri Sipilä, Aalto BIZ*

“Aalto Fellows was probably the most educational course of my University studies so far.”

*Heikki Koponen, Aalto SCI*

“Entrepreneurial Leadership was an intense & comprehensive course for anyone who will become a leader”

*Antti Karvanen, Aalto ARTS*
avp.aalto.fi
Facebook: Aalto Ventures Program